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INC: EC RECOVERY BIOS POWER-ON-SELF-TEST HANG

EC recovery BIOS Power‐On‐Self‐Test Hang
Abstract
In modern laptop, desktop PC, BIOS play an important role before operating system and
driver manage the platform hardware. CPU run BIOS code to initialize HW component. When HW
component malfunction, BIOS might not be capable to recovery itself nor re‐configure the platform
to a simple/safe state. This disclosure shows a method to use embedded controller to turn off
malfunction hardware component so CPU can run BIOS POST procedure successfully in next CPU
reset. This disclosure also provides a new POST strategy to bypass initialize device which failed to
initialize in last boot.
Background
CPU run HW initialize routine after system power on. While some critical HW devices do not
response, BIOS hang on device response timeout and can only show beep code and LED light signal.
Invention Description
This invention is a solution to recover computer system hang during Power‐On‐Self‐Test (POST).
Embedded Controller (EC) is the other standalone computing unit other than CPU. The new method
allows EC to re‐configure the platform to a simple (function reduced) state so CPU can complete HW
initialization while EC detecting CPU cannot complete POST on full function platform. It relies on
BIOS set EC watch dog timer before initializing critical components so EC can detect initializing code
not completed in time. Then EC can turn off the no‐response component and log a record then re‐
start Power‐On‐Self‐Test.
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Advantages
Better user experience and trackable hardware component issue found.
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